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3.1. Lsuffixes and LF-mapping. a) Splitting of an Lsuffix: The characters inside
H
= abcde . . ., and this
circles are a part of the horizontal suffix Si−1,j−1
suffix resides on the horizontal suffix tree. Similarly, the characters inside
V
triangles are a part of the vertical suffix Si,j−1
= f kpu... and this suffix
resides on the vertical suffix tree. Additionally, the linear form of the 2D
suffix starting from the position (i, j) is formed by the characters inside
L
= g · l · hm · qr · ins · vwx · joty and this linear suffix
rectangles i.e. Si,j
resides on the Lsuffix tree (the biggest tree on the right). Here α · β
denotes concatenation of strings α and β. Now the Lsuffix starting at the
position (i − 1, j − 1) is formed by characters of these three sequences, i.e.,
L
= a · f · bg · kl · chm · pqr · dins · uvwx · ejoty b) LF-mapping:
Si−1,j−2
LF-mapping takes from the leaf corresponding to the Lsuffix starting at a
position (i, j) to that of the Lsuffix starting at a position (i−1, j −1). A lot
of new characters are introduced in doing so. Therefore, the LF-mapping
operation in case of 2D pattern matching problem is not trivial to evaluate. 15
3.2. For a particular marked node v L in STL (shown in red color), the array
INLEFT corresponding to v L stores the start of its associated intervals.
Likewise, the array INLEN stores the length of such intervals and the array
PSLEN is the prefix-sum array of INLEN. The points (pL , pH , pV ) are the
shadow points of v L (shown as X in the figure shown on the right side). .
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Abstract
The field of stringology studies algorithms and data structures used for processing
strings efficiently. The goal of this thesis is to investigate 2-dimensional (2D) variants
of some fundamental string problems, including Exact Pattern Matching and Longest
Common Substring.
In the 2D pattern matching problem, we are given a matrix M[1 . . n, 1 . . n] that consists of N = n × n symbols drawn from an alphabet Σ of size σ. The query consists of a
m × m square matrix P[1 . . m, 1 . . m] drawn from the same alphabet, and the task is to
find all the locations of P in M. For such square patterns, data structures such as suffix
trees and suffix arrays exist for the task of efficient pattern matching. However, a suffix
tree occupies O(N log N ) bits, which is significantly more than that of the original text’s
size of N log σ bits. Therefore, the design of compressed data structures, that supports
pattern matching queries efficiently and occupies space close to the original text’s size,
is imperative. In this thesis, we show an interesting result by designing a compact text
index of size O(N log log N + N log σ) bits that at least supports efficient inverse suffix
array queries. Although, the question of designing a compressed text index that would
lead to efficient pattern matching is still evasive, this index gives a hope on the existence
of a full 2D compressed text index with all functionalities similar to that of 1D case.
On the other hand, the Longest Common 2D substring problem consists of two 2D
strings (matrices), and the task is to report the size of the longest common 2D substring
(submatrix) of these 2D strings. It is interesting to know if there exists a sublineartime algorithm for solving this task. We answer this question positively by presenting
a sublinear-time quantum algorithm. In addition to this, we prove that any quantum
algorithm requires at least Ω̃(N 2/3 ) time to solve this problem.

vii

Chapter 1.
Introduction
In the field of theoretical computer science, the study of fundamental string problems,
also known as stringology, (the name was coined by computer scientist Zvi Galil), is an
important area of research that has a rich literature. Some of these fundamental string
problems include Exact Pattern Matching, Longest Common Substring, Longest Palindromic Substring, and Lexicographical Minimal Substring. Out of which, we focus on
the 2-dimensional variants of the Exact Pattern Matching and Longest Common Substring problems for the purpose of this thesis. The Exact Pattern Matching problem
has a wide variety of applications in the field of bioinformatics, genemoics, databases,
data-mining, network systems, etc. On the other hand, the Longest Common Substring
problem has played a vital role in plagiarism detection and data deduplication. Stringology has been a classic field of research since the last 50 years, and most of these problems
have linear-time algorithms. The key idea of string algorithms is to manipulate strings
of characters in such a way that it becomes easier to do certain operations, including
comparing them, counting characters, or inspecting its properties, in an efficient manner. For doing this, these string algorithms predominately exploit some hidden structure
associated with strings.
In the Exact Pattern Matching problem, we are given a 1-dimensional (1D) string
or text T of length N . The characters of this text are drawn from an alphabet Σ of
size σ. Along with this text, we are also given another 1D string P of length M , which
is often called a pattern, as an input. The task is to locate all the occurrences of P
in T. Sometimes, the task is to just count the number of times P occurs in T. There
exist linear-time algorithms that locate all the occurrences of P in T in O(N + M ) time
[KMP77, KR87]. Usually, the text T is a fixed string and is much longer than the highly
variable pattern P. Thus, the most natural thing to do is to preprocess the text and
construct a data structure, that can efficiently answer pattern matching queries. Such
data structures are known as text indexes. Most popular text indexes include a suffix
1

tree [McC76a, Ukk95, FFM00, Wei73] and suffix array [MM93] that are constructed
employing the suffixes of a given text. However, a suffix tree and suffix array both
occupy O(N log N ) bits of space, which is in contrast to N ⌈log σ⌉ bits of space occupied
by the original text T. Just to give an intuition of how much space these data structures
take in comparison to the original text, let us take an example of a human DNA. There
are at least 3 billion base pairs in a human genome, which takes approximately 0.8
GB of memory. However, the suffix tree of this genome occupies around 35-45 GB of
memory. This memory consumption is even more during the construction of this tree.
This example motivates the intuition that the factor of log N in memory of the suffix tree
quickly becomes an overhead as compared to the factor of log σ, which stays the same for
a given problem. Such a drawback of the memory usage of a suffix tree and suffix array
led to the idea of compressed text indexes, which asks the following question:
Is it possible to design a text index that occupies space similar to the original text such
that the pattern-matching query time stays within poly-logarithmic factor of the suffix tree
or suffix array?
Grossi and Vitter [GV05], Ferragina and Manzini [FM05] positively answered the
above question by presenting compressed text indexes known as Compressed Suffix Array
and FM-index, respectively. On the other hand, the introduction of the Compressed
Suffix Tree ensured full-functionalities of suffix trees simulated in compressed space of
O(N log σ) bits [Sad07]. At the heart of FM-index lies a key property known as Lastto-Front mapping (LF-mapping), which can be efficiently computed using the BurrowsWheeler transform of the original text. As LF-mapping is cricitcal for the purpose of
this thesis, we discuss more about it in the ensuing chapter. Furthermore, these initial
breakthroughs led to the field of compressed text indexing, which has seen a myriad
number of results in the last two decades with many positive developments [Nav16].
There are other variants of text indexing problems where suffix trees and suffix arrays
exist, but their compressed counterparts have yet to be found. One of these problems,
which has proven to be hard in this context, is the problem of 2-dimensional (2D) pattern
2

matching. In this problem, a text is arranged as a matrix M[1 . . n, 1 . . n] and consists of
N = n × n symbols, which are drawn from an alphabet Σ of size σ. The query consists
of a m × m square matrix P[1 . . m, 1 . . m], which is also drawn from the same alphabet.
Now, the task is to find all the locations of P in M. The patterns can be of any size,
but as long as they are square in shape, data structures such as suffix tree and suffix
array exist [Gia95, KKP98] for the task of efficient 2D pattern matching. These data
structures are essentially 2D counterparts of the data structures previously mentioned
for the 1D pattern matching problem. A natural question which arises here is what do
we mean by a suffix of a matrix. In the following chapter, we go over the definition of a
2D suffix of a matrix and also briefly discuss on how such suffixes can be indexed using a
suffix tree akin to the 1D case. The problem of designing a text index for the 2D pattern
matching problem in compressed space of O(N log σ) bits, based on the idea of BurrowsWheeler transform or otherwise, has been long open. There were some attempts and
partial results [AG04, MN08], but these mainly focused on entropy compression, without
first addressing the more fundamental problem of achieving the optimal space complexity.
This gives rise to the following fundamental question regarding compressed text indexing
in the 2D pattern matching problem:
Analogous to the 1D pattern matching problem, is it possible to design a succinct or
compressed text index for the 2D case?
However, achieving a complexity breakthrough similar to the 1D case has yet to be
found, in Chapter 3, we present a text index that at least can answer inverse suffix array
queries in near compact space in O(polylog(n)) time. Note that similar to a suffix array,
an inverse suffix array is also important in the context of pattern matching. We show
this by introducing a novel technique named LFISA-mapping that is an analogue of the
LF-mapping operation. Our 2D succinct text index design is based on two 1D compressed
suffix trees, and it occupies O(N log log N +N log σ)-bits of space as compared to previous
non-compact space of O(N log N )-bits.

3

Another fundamental string problem, that we study in this thesis, is the 2-dimensional
variant of the Longest Common Substring problem. But first, let us look at the classic
version of this problem. In the Longest Common Substring problem, we are given two
strings S and T of length N as an input. The task is simple, and it is to report the
maximum possible length of a substring that exists in both S and T. To solve this task,
there exists a linear-time algorithm, which is based on the suffix tree of the concatenated
string S$T# [Wei73, Far97]. Here, $ and # are used as delimiters. Recently, due to
a rapid growth of interest in the field of quantum computing, some of the stringology
research community is asking the following question:
Is it possible to design a quantum algorithm that can offer some speedup compared to
classical algorithms for these fundamental string problems?
Le Gall and Seddighin answered the above question positively by proposing sublineartime quantum algorithms for some of these fundamental string problems [LGS22]. Out of
which, they gave a Õ(N 5/6 )-time quantum algorithm for the Longest Common Substring
problem. In addition to this, they proved that any quantum algorithm for this problem
requires at least Ω̃(N 2/3 ) time. This gap in time complexity was successfully filled by the
authors of Ref. [AJ21], where they proposed a Õ(N 2/3 )-time quantum algorithm for the
Longest Commong Substring problem.
In this thesis, we investigate the 2D version of the Longest Common Substring problem. As an input to this modified problem, we are given two 2D strings (matrices), and
the task is to report the size of the longest common 2D substring (submatrix) of these 2D
strings. Here, the input 2D strings are square in shape. Note that we refer to this problem
as the longest common 2D substring instead of the largest common submatrix problem
as it makes the naming convention easily extendable to higher dimensional strings.
Similar to the original Longest Common Substring problem, there exists a lineartime algorithm, which is also based on the suffix tree constructed by the 2D suffixes of
the input 2D strings. But for the 2D case, the question of designing a sublinear-time
quantum algorithm is still open. In Chapter 4, we positively answer this question based
4

on a conjecture that we mention later on in this thesis. In addition to presenting a
quantum algorithm for the Longest Common 2D Substring problem, we prove that any
quantum algorithm for this problem requires at least Ω̃(N 2/3 ) time.
Checkpoints: Here, we present the layout of this thesis, mentioning briefly about
the chapters and their contents. To begin with, Chapter 2 sets up the ground by shortly
discussing some relevant concepts needed to understand the algorithms presented in this
thesis. Chapter 3 provides the details related to our compact text index that can answer
inverse suffix array queries efficiently. In Chapter 4, we present our quantum algorithm
for the Longest Common 2D Substring problem. Finally, we conclude our thesis with
some open problems and future directions.

5

Chapter 2.
Preliminaries
To begin with, we need to understand some basic concepts associated with the traditional
or 1D pattern matching problem that includes suffix tree and suffix array. This development will help in understanding similar concepts that are generalized to the 2D case. We
also briefly give an overview of two basic quantum algorithms, including Grover’s search
algorithm and quantum walk algorithm, as they prove to be useful subroutines for our
quantum algorithm.
In the traditional or 1D pattern matching problem, we are given a 1D text T of length
N over an alphabet Σ, where Σ is a finite totally ordered set of size σ, and a 1D pattern
P of size M , which is also drawn from the same alphabet. The task is to obtain the
locations of all the occurrences of P in T. We use the notation occ to denote the number
of such occurrences for a particular problem instance. As mentioned before in Chapter
1, in most cases, P is a much smaller string than T, which is a long fixed string. Thus,
pre-processing T and creating a data structure or an index beforehand, in order to make
it query efficient, makes more sense than reading the entire text repeatedly for answering
every new query. This led to the development of text indexes, including suffix trees and
suffix arrays.
Answering a pattern matching query efficiently means that we can locate all the
occurrences of P in O((M + occ)polylog(N )) time. The text indexes such as suffix trees
and suffix arrays occupy Θ(N log N ) or Θ̃(N ) bits of space, which is quite large compared
to the size of the text T, i.e., N ⌈log σ⌉. A text index is called a compact text index if it
occupies Θ(N log σ) bits of space, which is quite comparable to the actual text size.
In the next section, we recall some important definitions and data structures that are
relevant for both the problems considered in this thesis.

6

2.1.

Suffix Tree, Suffix Array, and Inverse Suffix Array

Let Ssuff = {T[i . . n]|1 ≤ i ≤ n} be the set of all the suffixes of T. The suffix tree
(denoted by ST) of T is an edge-labeled compact trie constructed from all the suffixes
in Ssuff [McC76b, Ukk95, FFM00, Wei73]. In ST, concatenating all the edge labels on a
particular root-to-leaf path, we get one of the suffixes in Ssuff . In other words, each leaf
of ST corresponds to a suffix of T. Additionally, as each suffix T[i . . n] in Ssuff is uniquely
identified with its starting position i in T, we can map text positions to the leaves of ST.
Now, we introduce some additional notations associated with a suffix tree that we
use in this thesis. We refer to a character on an edge of ST as a point. Given a point
c on ST, let string(c) denote the concatenation of all the characters from the root to c
(including c) along the root-to-c path of ST. The depth of this point c on the root-to-c
path of ST is given by the length of string(c), i.e., depth(c) = length(string(c)). A node
(or a vertex) of ST is a also point because it is represented by the character (point) just
above it. The locus u of c on ST is the highest node of ST such that string(c) is the
prefix of string(u). We denote it as u = locus(c). We say that a point c on ST is marked
iff marked(c) = 1, and its 0 otherwise. We denote the leftmost and rightmost leaves of
the subtree of a particular point c as lleaf(c) and rleaf(c), respectively. Specifically, the
notations lleaf(c) and rleaf(c) represent the leaf numbers of the respective leaves, where
the numbering of the leaves start from the leftmost leaf of ST. Additionally, we denote
rth leftmost leaf of ST as ℓr . The difference between the above two notations of a leaf is
that the latter notation is point-independent. Let lca(c1 , c2 ) denote the lowest common
ancestor of points c1 and c2 . The lowest common ancestor as the name suggests is the
node which is a common ancestor of two points with the maximum depth.
Upon traversal of the leaves of a suffix tree from left-to-right, we get suffixes sorted
lexicographically, and then storing the corresponding text positions in an array gives an
indexing data structure called suffix array (SA) [MM93]. Here by i = SA[r], we mean
that the rth leftmost leaf (ℓr ) in ST corresponds to the suffix T[i . . n]. In other words,
r is the lexicographical order or rank of the suffix T[i . . n]. Similarly, the inverse suffix
7

array (ISA) is defined as ISA[i] = SA−1 [i] = r. In other words, the inverse suffix array
maps each text position i to the leaf position r in ST.

2.2.

LF-mapping

The Last-to-Front mapping or in short LF-mapping is a mapping between a leaf ℓr of
ST associated with the suffix T [i . . n] to a leaf ℓr′ associated with the suffix T [i − 1 . . n].
In other words, given the lexicographical rank of T [i . . n], it outputs the lexicographical
rank of T [i − 1 . . n]. Formally, LF-mapping is defined in terms of the suffix array as
LF(r) = SA−1 [SA[r] − 1]. This way of computing LF-mapping requires us to store the
entire suffix array. However, in case of compressed text indexes, including FM-index,
we only store a sampled suffix array. Hence, such indexes efficiently computes the LFmapping using the Burrows Wheeler Transform (BWT) [BW94] of the original text along
with some auxiliary counting data structures. We do not dwell into the details of BWT in
this thesis. The LF computation via BWT lies at the heart of BWT-based text indexes,
which enables them to answer pattern matching queries without actually storing the
costly suffix array and instead replacing it with a sampled suffix array.

2.3.

Succinct Trees with Full Functionality

A fully functional compact/compressed suffix tree is realized using three components:
1) its compressed tree topology that supports navigational functionalities (see Fact 2.1
below), 2) a compressed suffix array (see Fact 2.2 below), and 3) some auxiliary data
structures that support longest common prefix (LCP) information.

Fact 2.1 (Fully-Functional Succinct Suffix Tree [Sad07]). The topology of a suffix tree
can be encoded in 4n + o(n) bits to support the following operations in O(1) time:
• pre-order(u)/post-order(u): pre-order/post-order rank of a node u,
8

• parent(u): parent of a node u,
• nodeDepth(u): number of edges on the root-to-u path of a node u,
• child(u, q): qth leftmost child of a node u,
• sibRank(u): number of children of parent(u) to the left of a node u,
• lca(u, v): lowest common ancestor (LCA) of two nodes u and v,
• lleaf(u)/rleaf(u): the leftmost/rightmost leaf in the subtree of a node u,
• levelAncestor(u, d): ancestor of a node u such that nodeDepth(u) = d

Fact 2.2 (Compressed Suffix Array [Sad07]). The compressed suffix array part of the
above compressed suffix tree can be encoded in O(n log σ) bits to support the following
operations:

• lookup(r): returns SA[r] in time O(logϵ N )
• inverse(i): returns r = SA−1 [i] in time O(logϵ N ).

2.4.

2-Dimensional Suffix Tree, Suffix Array, and Inverse Suffix Array

In this section, we generalize the aforementioned notions of a 1D suffix tree, 1D suffix
array, and 1D inverse suffix array to the 2D case. We utilize these concepts for building
a near compact size data structure that can efficiently answer inverse suffix array queries
for 2D pattern matching problem. To begin with, we recall the problem of 2D pattern
matching.
In the 2D pattern matching problem, a text is arranged as a matrix M[1 . . n, 1 . . n]
and consists of N = n × n symbols, which are drawn from an alphabet Σ of size σ. The
query consists of a m × m square matrix P[1 . . m, 1 . . m], which is also drawn from the
9

same alphabet. Now, the task is to find all the locations in M where P appears as a
contiguous submatrix. The patterns can be of any size, but as long as they are square
in shape, data structures like suffix tree and suffix array exist [Gia95, KKP98] for the
task of efficient pattern matching. These data structures are essentially 2D counterparts
of the data structures previously discussed for traditional 1D pattern matching problem.
These data structures work on the basis of a linearization of 2D suffixes of M, which
would preserve the prefix-match property, i.e., every pattern match is a prefix of some
suffix. In order to understand the concepts of a suffix tree and suffix array associated
with the 2D pattern matching problem, we need to first define what we mean by a 2D
suffix of M.
For a 1D text T, an ith suffix is the largest substring of T starting from the ith position,
i.e., T[i . . n]. Similarly, this way of defining a suffix can be extended to 2D suffixes of a
matrix as well. We define a 2D suffix in the following way:
2D
defined for a position (i, j) is the largest square subDefinition 2.3. A 2D suffix Si,j

matrix of a matrix M starting at (i, j) position, i.e., M[i . . i + l, j . . j + l], where l =
n − max{i, j}.
Giancarlo [GG97] proposed a method for linearizing a 2D suffix such that the final
form follows the constraints of completeness and common prefix property similar to 1D
suffixes. The completeness constraint is that every square submatrix of M in a linear
form must correspond to some prefix (whatever the definition of prefix is) of some suffix
of M, each represented linearly. The common prefix constraint is that a square submatrix
of M should be a prefix of some suffixes of M after linearizing them. Giancarlo first
defined Lsuffix, which is a linear representation of a 2D suffix. Here, L stands for linear.
L
2D
An Lsuffix Si,j
of a 2D suffix Si,j
is the concatenation of strings a0 , a1 , a2 , . . . , al , where

a0 = M[i, j] and ak = M[i + k, j..j + k − 1] · M[i..i + k, j + k]. Here, l = n − max{i, j} for
all k ̸= 0 (see Figure 3.1 for example). Here, α · β refers to the concatenation of strings
α and β.

10

Let SL be the set of all Lsuffixes of M. Here, |SL | = N because there are N 2D
suffixes of M. Let STL be the suffix tree constructed from Lsuffixes in SL (also known as
Lsuffix tree). The uncompressed version of STL [Gia95] takes Θ(N log N ) bits of space,
which is very large compared to the optimal space required to store the original matrix
M, i.e., N ⌈log σ⌉. Similarly, the uncompressed version of the suffix array (SAL ) [KKP98]
for such suffixes also requires Θ(N log N ) bits of space. The suffix array and inverse
suffix array are defined in a similar fashion as defined in the 1D case. For the suffix
array, given a rank r, it outputs the position in the matrix of the corresponding Lsuffix
L
Si,j
i.e. SAL [r] = (i, j). Furthermore, the inverse suffix array for Lsuffixes is defined as

ISAL [i, j] = r. We continue this development further in Chapter 3, where we propose a
compact text index that supports efficient inverse suffix array queries.

2.5.

Quantum Primitives

In this section, we briefly go over some of the fundamental quantum algorithms, including
Grover’s search and quantum walks. It is worth understanding them first because these
algorithms prove to be useful subroutines for our quantum algorithm for the 2D Longest
Common Substring problem.

2.5.1.

Grover’s Search

Lov Grover first proposed a quantum algorithm for searching an item in an unstructured
database [Gro96]. This algorithm is well known as Grover’s search algorithm. More
formally, we can state this searching task in the following way:

Search: Given a classical function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, where n is the size of input
bit strings, find an input bit string x such that f (x) = 1 or report that no such
input bit string exists.
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Using a classical computer, we need to perform O(N ) queries to solve the above task.
Here, N = 2n . However, Grover’s search algorithm solves this task quadratically faster
than a classical computer with a high probability. By quadratically faster we mean that
√
it requires Õ( N ) queries instead of O(N ) queries. Furthermore, if the number of input
bit strings, that outputs 1, is M , then Grover’s search algorithm finds one such input bit
q

string using Õ( N/M ) queries to the input oracle.

2.5.2.

Quantum Walks

A quantum walk is a quantum version of a classical random walk. Here, we specifically
discuss about the quantum walk algorithm proposed by Magniez, Nayak, Roland, and
Santha [MNRS11]. We apply this walk on Johnson graphs.
A Johnson graph J(m, r) has vertices corresponding to the subsets of {1, . . . , m}, each
with r elements. There is an edge between two vertices if their respective subsets differ
by one element. In other words, suppose R1 and R2 are r-subsets of the set {1, . . . , m}
such that |R1 ∩ R2 | = r − 1, then the vertices corresponding to these two r-subsets are
neighbours.
Suppose we have a Johnson graph with some marked vertices and the task is to find
one of these marked vertices. More formally, we can state the task in the following way:
Find Marked Vertices: Given a Johnson graph J(m, r) such that ϵ fraction of
vertices are marked. The task is to find one of these marked vertices.
In the quantum walk algorithm, each vertex u ∈

 
m
r

is represented as a unique

quantum state. In addition to this, we augment each vertex with some data data(u),
which helps in efficiently finding a marked vertex. Let S denote the cost associated with
setting up or initializing the data. Let U denote the cost of updating the data from data(u)
to data(v), where u and v are neighbouring vertices. Additionally, let C denote the cost
12

for checking if the current vertex is a marked vertex or not. Here, by cost we mean time
or query complexity.
A classical random walk algorithm finds a marked vertex with a cost of the order
S+

 2
m
r

(rU + C). However, a quantum walk algorithm provides a quadratic speedup

over its classical counterpart. In other words, a quantum walk algorithm can search for
√
a marked vertex with a cost of the order S + mr ( rU + C).
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Chapter 3.
Inverse Suffix Array Queries for 2-Dimensional Pattern Matching
in Near-Compact Space
As discussed in Chapter 1, although, a compact text index that can efficiently answer 2D
pattern matching queries has yet to be found, in this chapter, we present a compact text
index that can answer inverse suffix array queries in O(polylog(N )) time. We show this by
introducing a novel technique named LFISA-mapping that is an analogue of LF-mapping
operation typically associated with Burrows–Wheeler Transform. This technique works
with the linearization scheme for 2D suffixes introduced in Ref. [Gia95] (see Section 2.4.
of Chapter 2). Our 2D succinct text index design is based on two 1D compressed suffix
trees, and ,overall, it occupies O(N log log N + N log σ) bits of space as compared to
previous uncompressed indexes that took O(N log N ) bits of space. Here, N is the size
of the input matrix and σ is the size of the alphabet.
The following theorem states the objective of this chapter more formally:
Theorem 3.1. The text index for a matrix M of size N = n × n can be encoded in
O(N log σ + N log log N )-bit space, and an entry in the inverse suffix array ISAL can be
decoded in time O(log N · tLFISA ), where tLFISA = O((log N/ log log N )3 ).
Proof. Refer to Section 3.4. for the proof.

3.1.

Definitions

Recall that we introduced notions of 2D suffixes, 2D suffix tree, 2D suffix array, and 2D
inverse suffix array in Chapter 2. We also presented a method for linearizing 2D suffixes
of a matrix in that chapter. In this section, we advance that discussion by introducing
new concepts related to the 2D pattern matching problem, including LFISA-mapping.
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Figure 3.1: Lsuffixes and LF-mapping. a) Splitting of an Lsuffix: The characters
H
inside circles are a part of the horizontal suffix Si−1,j−1
= abcde . . ., and this suffix
resides on the horizontal suffix tree. Similarly, the characters inside triangles are a
V
part of the vertical suffix Si,j−1
= f kpu... and this suffix resides on the vertical suffix
tree. Additionally, the linear form of the 2D suffix starting from the position (i, j) is
L = g · l · hm · qr · ins · vwx · joty
formed by the characters inside rectangles i.e. Si,j
and this linear suffix resides on the Lsuffix tree (the biggest tree on the right). Here
α · β denotes concatenation of strings α and β. Now the Lsuffix starting at the position
L
(i − 1, j − 1) is formed by characters of these three sequences, i.e., Si−1,j−2
= a·f ·
bg · kl · chm · pqr · dins · uvwx · ejoty b) LF-mapping: LF-mapping takes from the leaf
corresponding to the Lsuffix starting at a position (i, j) to that of the Lsuffix starting at
a position (i − 1, j − 1). A lot of new characters are introduced in doing so. Therefore,
the LF-mapping operation in case of 2D pattern matching problem is not trivial to
evaluate.

First, we introduce the LF-mapping operation associated with 2D suffixes (denoted
as LFL -mapping) in the following way:
LFL (r) = ISAL [i − 1, j − 1],

(3.1)

where SAL [r] = (i, j). We assume that ISAL [0, j ′ ] = ISAL [i′ , 0] = Ø. In other words,
L
LFL -mapping operation outputs the rank of an Lsuffix Si−1,j−1
given the rank of the
L
diagonally-below Lsuffix, i.e., Si,j
.

Figure 3.1 shows an example of a particular LF-mapping operation and how new
L
L
characters get introduced when going from the Lsuffix Si,j
to Si−1,j−1
in contrast to the

addition of only one character (in front) in the case of 1D suffixes, i.e., going from T[i . . n]
to T[i − 1..n]. This is the reason why it is not trivial to evaluate LF-mapping for the 2D
case.
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As LFL -mapping is related to the suffix array SAL , we introduce a similar mapping for
the inverse suffix array ISAL , which we call LF-mapping for ISA (LFISAL ). We define this
mapping in the following manner:
LFISAL (i, j) = ISAL [i − 1, j − 1].

(3.2)

L
Specifically, given the position and rank of an Lsuffix Si,j
, LFISAL -mapping outputs
L
the rank of the diagonally-above Lsuffix, i.e., Si−1,j−1
. Here, for computational pur-

poses, we provide ISAL [i, j] as an additional parameter. The psuedocode for computing
LFISAL (i, j, ISAL [i, j]) is given in Section 3.3.2.3..
Now, in order to compute the value of an ISAL entry, as storing the entire ISAL
takes much space, we sample it and store only those ISAL [i, j] values such that i =
1 + (k − 1)∆, where k = {1, 2, ..., ⌈

√

N
⌉}.
∆

This reduces the problem of computing an ISAL

value to computing at most ∆ LFISAL -mapping operations. Now, in the latter sections, we
show how to compute LFISAL -mapping in tLFISA = O((log N/ log log N )3 ) time using our
O(N log σ + N log log N )-bit index. Therefore, ISAL value for any position in the matrix
can be calculated in tISA = ∆ · tLFISA = O(log N · tLFISA ) time, as we take ∆ = O(log N )
for our case.
Firstly, given a matrix M, we linearize it horizontally by concatenating all the rows
of M one after another to get a single 1D text TH of length N . The set of all the suffixes
of TH is defined as SH = {TH [i..N ]|1 ≤ i ≤ N }. We denote such suffixes as horizontal
or Hsuffixes. Let STH be the compressed suffix tree obtained from all the Hsuffixes of
TH . Secondly, by concatenating all the columns into a single text TV , we linearize M
vertically. The set of all the suffixes of TV is defined as SV = {TV [i..N ]|1 ≤ i ≤ N }.
Such suffixes are denoted as vertical or Vsuffixes. Here, let STV be the compressed suffix
tree constructed from all the Vsuffixes of TV . From the context of M, Hsuffix and Vsuffix
starting from the position (i, j) can be written in the following way:
H
Si,j
= M[i, j..n] · M[i + 1, 1..n] · M[i + 2, 1..n] · ... · M[n, 1..n]
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V
Si,j
= M[i..n, j] · M[1..n, j + 1] · M[1..n, j + 2] · ... · M[1..n, n].

Finally, as STH and STV are the compact versions of the original suffix trees, they only
occupy O(N log σ) bits of space which is very close to the space required by the original
matrix [Sad07]. Fact 2.1 from Chapter 2 mentions their full functionalities. Next, we
relate all these defined suffixes.

3.2.

Splitting of an Lsuffix

In this section, we show how to split an Lsuffix into three different subsequences. Given
L
in the 2D form, we can split it into three subsequences: 1) The horizontal
an Lsuffix Si,j

subsequence, i.e., the first row M[i, j . . n], 2) the vertical subsequence, i.e., the first column
M[i + 1 . . n, j], and 3) the subsequence (linear form) of the remaining square submatrix,
L
. An example of such a splitting is provided in Figure 3.1. Here, M[i, j . . n]
i.e., Si+1,j+1
V
H
, respectively.
and Vsuffix Si+1,j
and M[i+1 . . n, j] subsequences come from the Hsuffix Si,j

Let hk and vk be (k + 1)th characters of M[i, j . . n] and M[i + 1 . . n, j], respectively.
L
Now as mentioned before, an Lsuffix Si,j
is the concatenation of strings a0 , a1 , a2 , . . . , al ,

where a0 = M[i, j] and ak = M[i + k, j . . j + k − 1] · M[i . . i + k, j + k], which is of length
L
be the concatenation of
2k + 1 and l = n−max(i, j) for k ̸= 0. Similarly, let Si+1,j+1

strings b0 , b1 , b2 , . . . , bl−1 , where b0 = M[i + 1, j + 1] and bk = M[(i + 1) + k, (j + 1) . . (j +
1) + k − 1] · M[(i + 1) . . (i + 1) + k, (j + 1) + k] for all k ̸= 0. For simplicity, we break each
ak and bk into two parts in the following way:
′

ak = M[i + k, j . . j + k − 1]
′′

ak = M[i . . i + k, j + k]
′

bk = M[(i + 1) + k, (j + 1) . . (j + 1) + k − 1]
′′

bk = M[(i + 1) . . (i + 1) + k, (j + 1) + k].
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We can rewrite ak in the following way:
′

′

ak = M[i + k, j..j + k − 1] = vk−1 bk−1
′′

′′

ak = M[i..i + k, j + k] = hk bk−1
′

′′

Therefore, we can say that ak is the concatenation of strings vk−1 , bk−1 , hk , and bk−1 . We
′

′′

have b0 = Ø b0 = b0 , and a0 = h0 because h0 = M[i, j]. We want to redirect the reader’s
attention to Figure 3.1 where we showcase an example that helps in better understanding
of the above concept.
′

′′

Now, given ak we can get vk−1 , bk−1 , hk , and bk−1 because vk−1 and hk are characters
′

′′

and bk−1 and bk−1 are strings of length k − 2 and k − 1, respectively. Here, vk−1 and hk
can be thought of as delimiters of the string ak , and these two uniquely break down ak
′

′′

into its constituents. Since we know that given ak we can get vk−1 , bk−1 , hk , bk−1 and vice
L
L
versa, we denote the horizontal component of the Lsuffix Si,j
by hc(Si,j
) = h0 h1 h2 ...hl .
L
L
) = v0 v1 v2 ...vl−1 and the
by vc(Si,j
Similarly, we denote the vertical component of Si,j
L
L
) = b0 b1 b2 ...bl−1 . Likewise, we can define these three
by sc(Si,j
square component of Si,j
L
. We can state the following fact about
components for any prefix pf of the Lsuffix Si,j
L
the relation between the length of the three components of the prefix pf of Si,j
and its

length. Here, by length, we mean the length of the string.
Fact 3.2. length(pf ) = length(hc(pf )) + length(vc(pf )) + length(sc(pf ))
Now, intuitively, we use such a splitting to evaluate a single LFISA-mapping operation.

3.3.

Computing LFISA-mapping

Just to recall, we have three suffix trees based on three different types of suffix definitions
as shown before, i.e. STL , STH and STV . Here, we store STH and STV as compressed
suffix trees (CST) [Sad07] with full functionalities (see Fact 2.1 and 2.2 in Chapter 2 for
more details), and together they occupy only O(N log σ) + O(N log σ) = O(N log σ) bits
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of space. On the contrary, we won’t be storing the entire STL but only the compressed
topology of the tree that has navigational functionalities each supported in constant
time and occupies 4N + o(N ) bits of space (see Fact 2.1 in Chapter 2). In the ensuing
subsection, first, we show a scheme of marking some relevant points on these trees and
then explain how these marked points will help in computing LFISA-mapping. We call
this step the construction step of our algorithm.

3.3.1.

Marking Scheme and Mapping

Firstly, we mark some nodes on Lsuffix tree STL . We mark a node viL of STL such that
viL = lca(ℓ(i−1)g+1 , ℓig ), where i = {1, 2, ..., ⌈ Ng ⌉} and g is a grouping factor. Furthermore,
we define Gi = [(i − 1)g + 1, ig] as a grouping interval. For our case, we shall use
g = ⌈log3 N ⌉. Hence, the total number of marked nodes on STL is O( logN3 N ). Now, we
define marked ancestor, lowest marked ancestor, cover of a leaf, and coveredby(v L ) set of
a marked node in the following way:
Definition 3.3 (Marked Ancestor). A marked node v L is a marked ancestor of a leaf ℓ
iff v L lies on the root-to-leaf path of ℓ in the suffix tree.
Definition 3.4 (Lowest Marked Ancestor). A node v L is the lowest marked ancestor of
a leaf ℓ iff it is the lowest (one with the maximum string depth) among all the marked
ancestors of ℓ.
Definition 3.5 (Cover). A node v L is the cover of the leaf ℓ iff it is the lowest marked
ancestor of ℓ.
Definition 3.6 (coveredby(v L ) set). A coveredby(v L ) is the set of the leaves for which v L
is the cover.
As mentioned before in Section 3.2. showcasing the splitting of an Lsuffix, given a
marked node v L , we split its associated string, i.e., string(v L ) into its horizontal, vertical,
and square components, i.e., hc(string(v L )) , vc(string(v L )) and sc(string(v L )), respectively.
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For a marked node v L in STL , we mark a point pH in STH corresponding to its horizontal
component such that string(pH ) = hc(string(v L )). Similarly, we mark points pV and pL
corresponding to its vertical and square components in STV and STL , respectively. We
refer these points as shadow points. Just to recall, a point is any character on the edge
of the suffix tree. Note that v L is not the same marked node as pL even though they are
marked on the same tree (see Figure 3.2). We repeat the above process for every marked
node on v L in STL .
At the end of the marking process, let MPH , MPV , and MPL be the sets of all the
shadow points on STH , STV , and STL , respectively. Hence, a marked node v L in STL can
be viewed as a unique triplet of shadow points in STH , STV , and STL , i.e., v L = (pH , pV , pL ).
Therefore, the total number of shadow points in each tree is bounded because the number
of marked nodes are bounded. In other words, |MPH | = |MPV | = |MPL | = O( logN3 N ),
where |X| is the cardinality of a set X. Due to this one-to-one correspondence between a
marked node and triplet of shadow points, we define a set U ⊆ MPH × MPV × MPL which
consists of only those triplets of shadow points that represent valid marked nodes.
Now, we state our central task as follows:
Given ISAL [i, j], compute ISAL [i − 1, j − 1].
We shall preprocess a given 2D text of size N as an input and then contruct data structures
that occupies near-compact space and achieve the aforementioned task in O(polylogN )
time. The next step in this is to use the above marked and shadow points for computing
LFISAL (i, j, ISAL [i, j]). In the following subsection, we show the details on how to achieve
this task, and thereafter we outline its pseudocode for understanding the overall picture.

3.3.2.

Computing LFISAL (·)

In this section, we show the details for evaluating LFISAL (i, j, ISAL [i, j]) given a matrix
position (i, j) and ISAL [i, j] as inputs. First, using the inverse(·) function of STH and
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STV (see Fact 2.1 in Chapter 2), we evaluate inverse suffix array values ISAH [i − 1, j − 1]
and ISAV [i, j − 1], respectively. For simplicity, let ISAL [i, j] = r, ISAH [i − 1, j − 1] =
h, ISAV [i, j − 1] = v, and ISAL [i − 1, j − 1] = LFISAL (i, j, ISAL [i, j]) = s.
As the inverse suffix array values are related to the leaves of a suffix tree, let ℓh , ℓv , and
ℓr be hth , v th , and rth leftmost leaves in their respective suffix trees. The aim here is to
find the leaf ℓs in STL using the information provided by the shadow points of our index
along the root-to-leaf paths of ℓh , ℓv and ℓr in tLFISA time. We shall use some auxiliary
data structures that we introduce latter.
Now, we define a set as A = {(pH , pV , pL ) ∈ U | ℓh , ℓv , and ℓr lie in the respective
subtrees of pH , pV and pL }. To put it another way, A is a set of valid triplets of shadow
points that lie on the root-to-leaf paths of ℓh , ℓv and ℓr in their respective trees. Out of
all the valid triplets that are in A, let a specific triplet or its corresponding marked node
L
vmax
be defined as follows,

L
vmax
=

argmax

v L =(pH ,pV ,pL )∈A

(depth(string(v L ))).

(3.1)

Recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the marked nodes in STL and
triplets in U .
L
Lemma 3.7 proves that the marked node vmax
is the lowest marked ancestor (or cover)
L
along with some augmenting information
of the leaf ℓs . Therefore, the marked node vmax

shown in later subsection, will lead us to the leaf ℓs , which is what we are interested in.
L
But first, we need to obtain vmax
. For that, let us refer the query given by (3.3.2.) as

lowest marked ancestor query.
L
Lemma 3.7. The marked node vmax
in STL is the lowest marked ancestor (or cover) of

the leaf ℓs .
Proof. Firstly, we prove that a valid triplet v L = (pH , pV , pL ) ∈ A is a marked ancestor of
the leaf ℓs . As pH is a shadow point on the root-to-leaf path of ℓh , string(pH ) is a prefix
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H
of the horizontal suffix Si−1,j−1
because ISAH [i − 1, j − 1] = h. Similarly, string(pV ) and
V
L
string(pL ) are prefixes of the vertical suffix Si,j−1
and Lsuffix Si,j
, respectively.

Furthermore, as string(pH ), string(pV ), and string(pL ) are the horizontal, vertical, and
square components of the string(v L ), respectively (according to the marking scheme), one
of the occurrences of string(v L ) in its 2D form is at matrix position (i−1, j −1). Therefore,
it is a prefix of the suffix starting at the position (i − 1, j − 1), which in its linear form is
L
represented as Si−1,j−1
. Therefore, v L lies on the root-to-leaf path of the leaf representing
L
, and that leaf is ℓs . Hence, v L is a marked ancestor of ℓs .
the Lsuffix Si−1,j−1
L
Moreover, as vmax
∈ A and is the output of the lowest marked ancestor query that
L
maximizes over string depth over all triplets v L ∈ A, vmax
is the lowest marked ancestor

or cover of ℓs .

L
For obtaining vmax
, we reduce the above lowest marked ancestor query to a stabbing-

max query. This reduction is interesting and useful in our context due to the result
mentioned in Theorem 3.8. The details concerning this reduction is discussed in the next
L
, in order to uniquely go to the correct leaf
subsection. Furthermore, after finding vmax

ℓs , we store additional augmenting information that is discussed in a latter subsection.
This shows the computation of an LFISAL operation. The time complexity of such an
operation and the space complexity of our index is discussed in Section ??.

3.3.2.1.

Reduction to 3-dimensional (3D) Stabbing-Max Query

In this section, we show how to reduce that the aforementioned lowest marked ancestor
query to a 3-dimensional (3D) stabbing-max query. In [Nek11], the authors proved the
following theorem:
Theorem 3.8. [Nek11] Given a set I of n 3D rectangles in R3 , where each rectangle
rec has a weight w(rec) associated with it, the task of finding a rectangle with maximum
22
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Figure 3.2: For a particular marked node v L in STL (shown in red color), the array
INLEFT corresponding to v L stores the start of its associated intervals. Likewise, the
array INLEN stores the length of such intervals and the array PSLEN is the prefix-sum
array of INLEN. The points (pL , pH , pV ) are the shadow points of v L (shown as X in the
figure shown on the right side).

weight containing (or stabbed by) a 3D query point q can be done in O(( logloglogn n )3 ) time
using a data structure occupying O(n( logloglogn n )2 ) bits of space.
We define the sides of a 3D rectangle rec for each marked node v L = (pH , pV , pL ) in U
as follows:




(xlef t , xright ) = lleaf(pH ), rleaf(pH ) ,




(yup , ydown ) = lleaf(pV ), rleaf(pV ) ,




(zf ront , zback ) = lleaf(pL ), rleaf(pL ) ,
w(rec) = depth(string(v L )).
This shows that each triplet in U or its corresponding marked node v L in STL is uniquely
represented by a weighted rectangle.
Next, we define a 3D query point as q = (h, v, r). Therefore, the output of this 3D
stabbing-max query is the rectangle with the maximum weight. This rectangle correL
sponds to the cover of the leaf ℓs , i.e, vmax
. Furthermore, after obtaining the cover of the

leaf, we now provide details on what augmenting information to store in order to get the
desired leaf uniquely, i.e., ℓs , in the next subsection.
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3.3.2.2.

L
Augmenting Information for getting ℓs from its Cover vmax

In this section, we explain the procedure of obtaining the correct leaf ℓs from its cover
L
by storing this leaf’s rank q (say). Now, we define the task for this section: given q
vmax
L
L
) (see Definition 3.6).
, find the q th leftmost leaf in coveredby(vmax
and vmax
L
The challenge here lies due to the fact that vmax
may have multiple marked nodes in

its subtree, and because of this there may be leaves in its subtree whose lowest marked
L
. Therefore, the set of leaves for which v L is the cover, i.e.,
ancestor or cover is not vmax

coveredby(v L ), can be represented as a set of contiguous intervals. Let us denote this
set as CI = {I1 , I2 , ..., Ik }. Here, Ii = [ai , bi ], where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}, and all the leaves
between ℓai and ℓbi belongs to coveredby(v L ). Here CI is an abbreviation for covered
intervals.
Lemma 3.9 proves that the total number of intervals in CI is O(σ), i.e., k = O(σ).
Additionally, this lemma establishes that the total number of leaves, for which v L is the
cover, is

Pk

a=1

|Ia | = O(k log3 N ) = O(σ log3 N ), where |I| is the length of an interval

I. Furthermore, since there is a one-to-one correspondence between a marked node and
weighted rectangle, as shown before, we store augmenting information for each rectangle rather than storing it explicitly for the respective marked node. Let the rectangle
L
associated with vmax
be denoted as rec. Therefore, we let CIrec = CI for simplicity.

Lemma 3.9. The total number of intervals in CIrec is O(σ), and the total number of
L
leaves, for which a marked node (here vmax
) is a cover, is O(σ log3 N ).

L
Proof. Let cL be one of the child nodes of vmax
. Assume that lleaf(cL ) and rleaf(cL ) lie

inside the intervals Ii and Ij respectively. First, we prove that Ii and Ij are consecutive
intervals.
Suppose there is an interval Ik between Ii and Ij . This means that Ik is entirely
contained inside the subtree of cL . In other words, there is an interval of leaves Ik
L
completely inside the subtree of cL for which vmax
is the cover. This implies that there
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is at least one grouping interval of leaves completely contained inside the subtree of cL
L
for which vmax
is the lowest common ancestor (lca) of its leftmost and rightmost leaves
L
(see marking scheme for more details). But this is not possible as for vmax
to be the lca,

the leftmost and rightmost leaves of that grouping interval should exist on two separate
L
. This is the contradiction. Therefore, this means that there is
downward branches of vmax

no grouping interval completely contained inside the subtree of the child node cL . Hence,
there is no Ik that is entirely contained inside the subtree of cL .
The above argument implies that Ii and Ij are consecutive intervals. Therefore, the
L
overlaps with at most 2 consecutive intervals in CIrec .
subtree of a child node of vmax
L
. Hence, the total number of intervals
Furthermore, there are at most σ child nodes of vmax

in CIrec is O(σ).
L
for which
Secondly, there are at most O(σ) grouping intervals under the subtree of vmax
L
vmax
is the lca of its leftmost and rightmost leaves, as each grouping interval need to span
L
L
over two separate downward branches of vmax
for vmax
to be that lca. Additionally, the

total number of leaves in all such grouping intervals combined is bounded by O(σ · g) =
O(σ · log3 N ) where g is the grouping factor. This implies that the total number of leaves
L
is the lowest marked ancestor or the cover is (σ log3 N ).
for which vmax

The above lemma proves that the set of leaves, for which v L is the cover, is divided
into contiguous intervals of leaves. Now in order to go from v L to ℓs , first we store some
information to retrieve which interval this leaf belongs to, and then where exactly that
leaf is inside that interval.
L
For each marked node (here vmax
or its associated rec), we begin by storing the start

of each interval in an array INLEFTrec [·]. Additionally, we store the size of such intervals
in another array INLENrec [·]. Moreover, we store the prefix-sum array of INLENrec [·] in
an array PSLENrec [·] (see Figure 3.2 for example). Since we are not storing the entire
ISAL [·, ·] because it requires O(log N ) bits for each leaf, instead we store what we call a
miniISAL [·, ·]. This is a 2D array that stores a O(log σ + log log3 N )-bit number for each
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matrix position (i, j). This is because each entry in the miniISAL [i, j] is the lexicographical
rank of the leaf associated with ISAL [i, j] under its lowest marked ancestor and the total
number of leaves for which a marked node is the lowest marked ancestor is O(σ log3 N )
(Lemma 3.9). Now let miniISAL [i, j] = q. First we do binary search of q in PSLENrec [·]
and get the index e such that the value of PSLENrec [e] is the largest number smaller than
q. Now return the final output s = INLEFTrec [e] + (q − PSLENrec [e]).

3.3.2.3.

Pseudocode of LFISAL -mapping Operation

Below, we outline the pseudocode for LFISAL -mapping operation:
Algorithm 1: LFISAL (i, j, ISAL (i, j))
1:

h = STH .inverse(i, j)

2:

v = STV .inverse(i, j)

3:

s = ISAL [i, j]

4:

rec = 3d_stabbing_max(h, v, s)

5:

q = miniISAL [i, j]

6:

e = binary_search(PSLENrec , q)

7:

s = INLEFTrec [e] + (q − PSLENrec [e])

8:

return s

3.4.

3.4.1.

Space and Time Complexity

Space Complexity

At the end of the construction step, we have three suffix trees in our index based on three
different types of suffix definitions, along with some auxiliary structures that we store.
The horizontal and vertical suffix trees, i.e., STH and STV , are stored as compressed suffix
trees (see Fact 2.1 and 2.2 in Chapter 2), which together occupy O(N log σ)+O(N log σ) =
O(N log σ) bits of space. On the contrary, we only store the compressed topology for the
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Lsuffix tree STL rather than storing the entire suffix tree. This compressed topology
provides navigational functionalities, and overall it occupies 4N + o(N ) bits of space (see
Fact 2.1 in Chapter 2).
As previously mentioned in the marking scheme section, the number of marked nodes
on STL is O(N/ log3 N ). Thus, the number of their corresponding shadow points on
STL , STH , and STV is also O(N/ log3 N ). Additionally, due to one-to-one correspondence
between marked nodes and 3D rectangles, the number of such rectangles is also bounded
from above by the same factor.
Each 3D rectangle has a set of arrays associated with it. The length of each of these
arrays (INLEFTrec [·], INLENrec [·],PSLENrec [·]) is the number of intervals under the marked
node of that rectangle. As per the marking scheme, the number of grouping intervals
is bounded by O(N/ log3 N ). Therefore, the total number of intervals across all the
rectangles is also bounded by O(N/ log3 N ) [implication from Lemma 3.9]. Each number
in these auxiliary data structures take O(log N ) bits to store. Identifiers for each marked
node or shadow points also take at most O(log N ) bits. Thus, the storage space required
for all the auxiliary structures is O(N/ log2 N ) = o(N ) bits.
If there are t rectangles, the data structure for stabbing-max query takes O(t(log t/ log log t)2 )
bits of space [Nek11], which is O(t log2 t) bits of space. By taking t = O(N/ log3 N ) for
our case, the stabbing-max data structure takes O(N/ log N ) words of space which is
equivalent to O(N ) bits of space. This is because each word occupies O(log N ) bits of
space.
Finally, for our miniISAL structure, we simply store a matrix of dimensions n × n,
with each entry miniISAL [i, j] taking O(log σ + log log N ) bits. This is because an entry
in miniISAL stores a position of the desired leaf among at most σ log3 N leaves, which
have the same lowest marked node. Hence, in total, we get O(N log σ + N log log N )
bits of space for this part. Additionally, we store the sampled inverse suffix array which
has O(N/ log N ) elements, where each element takes O(log N ) bits. Therefore, overall, it
takes O(N ) bits of space.
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After summing up all the five parts that are considered in our index, we get O(N log σ)+
o(N )+O(N )+O(N log σ+N log log N )+O(N ) bits of space. This simplifies to O(N log σ+
N log log N ) bits as claimed in Theorem 3.1.

3.4.2.

Time Complexity

For evaluating the time complexity of the query evaluation, as a key component, we
first focus on computing the LFISAL -mapping operation. We follow the pseudocode (see
Algorithm 3.3.2.3.) step by step for this. The first two steps take tinverse as given by
CST, which is O(logϵ n) (see Fact 2.2 in Chapter 2). The third step takes O(1) time
since the value is provided as a part of the function. The most time consuming part
is the stabbing-max data structure, which takes O((log N/ log log N )3 ) time. Finding
corresponding marked node can be done in O(1) time using succinct tree data structure
and searching for prefix sum in the array associated with the rectangle can be done
via binary search in O(log N ) time. Thus, overall, the LFISAL -mapping operation takes
O((log N/ log log N )3 ) time. Finally, considering that our query algorithm for ISAL can
have at most log N applications of the LFISAL -mapping operations, we get our total time
complexity as O(log4 N/(log log N )3 ) (as claimed in Theorem 3.1).

3.5.

Conclusion

To conclude, we provide an O(N log σ +N log log N )-bit index that supports inverse suffix
array queries in O(log4 N/(log log N )3 ) time. Even though the main goal of developing
2D text index that can allow pattern matching, i.e., to compute suffix array (SA) value
or LF values efficiently is not achieved, we think this is a significant step forward in
understanding the structure of the problem. Exploring the inter-relations here may lead
us to better tools to compute LF operation efficiently in compact space.
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Chapter 4.
Sublinear-Time Quantum Algorithm for 2-Dimensional Longest
Common Substring
We begin by formally defining the 2-dimensional Longest Common Substring problem
(2D-LCS) in the following manner:
Definition 4.1 (2-dimensional Longest Common Substring). Let S and T be input 2D
strings (matrices), each of size N = n × n and are drawn from an alphabet Σ of size σ.
Then the task is to find the maximum length ℓ such that there occurs a 2D substring
(submatrix) of size L = ℓ × ℓ in both S and T.
We already know that there exists an Õ (N )-time classical algorithm, which is based on
first constructing a 2D suffix tree and then answering a 2D-LCS query. However, we are
interested in understanding if it is possible to design a sublinear-time quantum algorithm
under the assumption that quantum query model is our input model (see Section 4.1.).
In this chapter, we focus on solving the decision version of the 2D-LCS problem: given
2D input strings S and T of size N = n × n, decide if they have a common 2D substring
of size at least D = d × d. We perform binary search over the threshold length d in order
to output the size of the longest common 2D substring.
Our quantum algorithm for solving the above decision problem is based on an anchoring technique, which was previously used for classical and quantum 1D-LCS algorithms [AJ21]. For this anchoring technique, we first need to construct an anchor set. We
discuss more about anchor sets latter in this chapter. For the 1D-LCS problem, there exists a sublinear-time algorithm for constructing an anchor set of small size. However, the
question of designing an algorithm for constructing anchor sets for 2D-LCS is still open.
For the purpose of this thesis, we assume that there exists a sublinear-time algorithm for
anchor set construction. We formalize this notion in Conjecture 4.6. We now summarize
our contribution in the following theorem and prove this theorem in Section 4.2.:
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Theorem 4.2. If Conjecture 4.6 is true, then the decision version of the 2-dimensional
Longest Common Substring problem with a threshold length d can be solved using a quan



tum algorithm with Õ N 2/3 d1/3 query and time complexity.

In addition to proving the aforementioned theorem, we provide a lower bound of
quantum query complexity for the 2D-LCS problem. This bound does not match with
the query complexity of our quantum algorithm, implying that either there exists a better
lower bound and our algorithm is optimal, or there exists a more efficient algorithm
that matches this lower bound. We prove this bound by a reduction from the Element
Distinctioness Problem [Amb07]. Finally, we formally state this result in the following
theorem and prove this theorem in Section 4.3.:
Theorem 4.3 (Lower Bound). The 2-Dimensional Longest Common Substring problem
requires an algorithm with Ω̃(N 2/3 ) quantum query complexity.

4.1.

Useful Subroutines

We start by defining our computational model. Our computational model is based on
the quantum query model, where we assume that the input 2D strings are accessed using
quantum oracles. This type of assumption is quite standard in the field of quantum
algorithms. Let S be an input 2D string of size N = n × n, whose characters are drawn
from an alphabet Σ. Assume that we have an access to an oracle OS such that the
following unitary mapping holds:

OS |i, j, c⟩ → |i, j, c ⊕ S[i, j]⟩,

(4.0)

where given indices i, j ∈ [n] and a fixed character c ∈ Σ, Os provides access to the
character at the (i, j) position of S. The symbol ⊕ denote the XOR operation between
the binary encodings of characters. The quantum oracles can be queried in superposition,
where each query incurs a unit cost.
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The query complexity of an algorithm is the number of queries made to the input oracle
for solving a given problem. On the other hand, the time complexity of an algorithm also
counts the number of elementary gates associated with each unitary operations besides
the input oracle. One of the useful subroutines for designing a time-efficient version
of a query-efficient quantum algorithm is quantum random access memory (QRAM). In
QRAM, we have a working memory for storing all the items already queried till now,
and we have access to its elements at unit cost. The assumption of QRAM is also
quite standard in the design of time-efficient implementations of query-efficient quantum
algorithms.
We have already briefly introduced quantum primitives such as Grover’s search algorithm and quantum walk algorithm in Chapter 2. Using Grover’s search algorithm as a
subroutine, one can compare any given two strings, as well as compute the length of the
longest common prefix (LCP). By comparing two strings we mean that one can determine
if they are the same or not. We formalize this notion in the following lemma:
Lemma 4.4 (Lexicographical Comparison of Strings and Computing thier LCP). Given
two 1D strings S and T of length N , one can determine their lexicographical order, i.e.,
√
S ≺ T, S ≻ T, or S = T, in Õ( N ) time using Grover’s algorithm. Additionally, we can
determine their LCP within the time complexity.
Proof. The authors of Ref [OR07] show how to compare two strings using Grover’s search
√
algorithm in Õ( N ) time. This determines the lexicographical ordering between the two
given strings. Furthermore, for computing LCP, one can perform binary search over
the length of the prefixes and at each iteration compare the prefixes using the above
string-comparison quantum algorithm.
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4.2.

A Quantum Algorithm for 2D-LSC

In this section, we present our sublinear-time quantum algorithm based on the anchoring technique, which was previously used for classical and quantum 1D-LCS algorithms [AJ21]. We employ the quantum walk framework discussed in Chapter 2 to apply
this technique.
Our quantum algorithm consists of two steps: 1) construction of small anchor sets
and 2) anchoring via the quantum walk framework. First, in Section 4.2.1., we conjecture
that there exists an efficient sublinear-time construction algorithm that outputs small
anchor sets. Then, in Section 4.2.2., we show that our quantum walk algorithm, based
on these anchor sets, have sublinear quantum query complexity. Additionally, we design
data structures for our quantum walk algorithm and show that our algorithm runs in
sublinear time as well. In other words, the time complexity of our algorithm is up to no(1)
factors of the query complexity.

4.2.1.

Constructing Small Anchor Sets

We follow Ref. [AJ21] for some standard definitions and terminologies. First, we extend
the definition of good anchor sets to the 2D case and introduce good 2D anchor sets in
the following manner:
Definition 4.5 (Good 2D Anchor Sets). Let S and T be input 2D strings. We say that
AS , AT ⊆ {((1, 1), (1, 1)), . . . , ((n, n), (n, n))} are good anchor sets if the longest common
2D substring of S and T has size at least D = d × d, then there exists positions (i, i′ ) and
(j, j ′ ) and shifts h′ , h′′ ∈ [0, d], such that S[i . . i + d, i′ . . i′ + d] = T[j . . j + d, j ′ . . j ′ + d],
((i+h′ , i′ +h′ ), (i+d+h′′ , i′ +d−h′′ )) ∈ AS , and ((j+h′ , j ′ +h′ ), (j+d+h′′ , j ′ +d−h′′ )) ∈ AT .
Here, each anchor is a tuple of positions on a 2D string. Suppose A = AS ∪ AT =
{A1 , . . . , AM }, and there exists a quantum algorithm, such that given an index 1 ≤ m ≤
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M , it computes an element Am in T (N, d) time. If this computation is possible, then we
say that A is T (N, d)-quantum-time constructible.
We prefer an anchor set with a size much smaller than the size of the input 2D strings,
i.e, M ≪ N , as well as a sublinear-time algorithm to construct this set. For 1D strings, we
can use methods such as difference covers [BK03] and partitioning sets [BGP] to construct
anchor sets. There exists a trade-off between the size and construction time of anchor sets
using these methods. Using difference covers, there exists an algorithm that constructs
√
an anchor set of size O(N/ d). This way of constructing anchor sets does no depend
on the input strings. However, another method, which is based on partitioning sets, is
dependent on the input strings and constructs an anchor set of size O(N/d). Although,
the size of the anchor set is smaller using the latter method, its construction time is not
sublinear. Therefore, this method is not useful for our case. Then, there is a hybrid
method that is based on the notion of approximate difference covers combined with the
idea of the string synchronizing sets, introduced in Ref. [AJ21]. This hybrid approach




constructs anchor sets in Õ N/d3/4 time, such that mth anchor can be computed in
√
T = Õ( d) time.
However, it is not trivial to extend any of the above methods from the 1D case to
construct good 2D anchor sets that has a favourable trade-off between the construction
time and size of the anchor sets. Therefore, we assume that if the following conjecture
holds, then our quantum algorithm runs in sublinear quantum query and time complexity:
Conjecture 4.6. There exists a sublinear time construction algorithm that generates an
Õ(d)-quantum-time constructible anchor set of size M = O(N/d).
Before moving forward, recall that we can linearize a 2D string using the linearization
scheme of Ref. [Gia95]. We mentioned this scheme before when we defined 2D suffixes in
Chapter 2. We denote such a linear form of a 2D string S by L(S). Now, if we split a 2D
subtring relative to a position (i, i′ ), there there will be four regions or quadrants. We
denote the d × d 2D string representing the upper-left quadrant by ULd (i, i′ ). Similarly,
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we denote upper-right, lower-left, and lower-right quadrants by URd (i, i′ ), LLd (i, i′ ) and
LRd (i, i′ ), respectively. For linearizing these 2D strings, we begin linearizing from (i, i′ )
and then continue linearizing until we hit the diagonally-opposite end of the square.
For every anchor A(k) = ((ak , a′k ), (bk , b′k )), we associate it with the following d × d
size 2D strings:
SQ1 (k) = ULd (ak , a′k ),
SQ2 (k) = LRd (ak , a′k ),
SQ3 (k) = ULd (ak + d/2, a′k + d/2),
SQ4 (k) = LRd (ak − d/2, a′k − d/2),
SQ5 (k) = URd (bk , b′k ),
SQ6 (k) = LLd (bk , b′k ),
SQ7 (k) = URd (bk + d/2, b′k − d/2),
SQ8 (k) = LLd (bk − d/2, b′k + d/2).
We also keep track of which set the anchor A(k) belongs to, i.e, A(k) ∈ AS or A(k) ∈ AT .
For simplicity of the presentation, we say that A(k) is blue if A(k) ∈ AS , and A(k) is
green if A(k) ∈ AT . Similarly, we color the above mentioned 2D strings depending on
which colored anchor they associate with.
From the above development, we make the following observation:
Proposition 4.7 (Witness Pair). The longest common 2D substring of S and T has size
at least D = d × d, if and only if, there exists a blue anchor A(x) = ((ax , a′x ), (bx , b′x )) and
green anchor A(y) = ((ay , a′y ), (by , b′y )), for some x, y ∈ {1, . . . , M }, such that exactly one
of the following cases holds. We call such pairs as witness pairs. Here, the LCP of two
2D strings is evaluated by first linearizing them.
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• Case 1:












lcp ULd (ax , a′x ), ULd (ay , a′y ) ≤ d/2 × d/2,
lcp URd (bx , b′x ), URd (by , b′y ) ≤ d/2 × d/2,




lcp ULd (ax , a′x ), ULd (ay , a′y ) + lcp LRd (ax , a′x ), LRd (ay , a′y ) ≥ d × d,




lcp ULd (ax + d/2, a′x + d/2), ULd (ay + d/2, a′y + d/2) ≥ d/2 × d/2,








lcp URd (bx , b′x ), URd (by , b′y ) + lcp LLd (bx , b′x ), LLd (by , b′y ) ≥ d × d,




lcp URd (bx + d/2, b′x − d/2), URd (by + d/2, b′y − d/2) ≥ d/2 × d/2.

• Case 2:












lcp ULd (ax , a′x ), ULd (ay , a′y ) ≤ d/2 × d/2,
lcp URd (bx , b′x ), URd (by , b′y ) ≥ d/2 × d/2,




lcp ULd (ax , a′x ), ULd (ay , a′y ) + lcp LRd (ax , a′x ), LRd (ay , a′y ) ≥ d × d,




lcp ULd (ax + d/2, a′x + d/2), ULd (ay + d/2, a′y + d/2) ≥ d/2 × d/2,








lcp URd (bx , b′x ), URd (by , b′y ) + lcp LLd (bx , b′x ), LLd (by , b′y ) ≥ d × d,




lcp LLd (bx − d/2, b′x + d/2), LLd (by − d/2, b′y + d/2) ≥ d/2 × d/2.

• Case 3:












lcp ULd (ax , a′x ), ULd (ay , a′y ) ≥ d/2 × d/2,
lcp URd (bx , b′x ), URd (by , b′y ) ≤ d/2 × d/2,




lcp ULd (ax , a′x ), ULd (ay , a′y ) + lcp LRd (ax , a′x ), LRd (ay , a′y ) ≥ d × d,




lcp LRd (ax − d/2, a′x − d/2), LRd (ay − d/2, a′y − d/2) ≥ d/2 × d/2,








lcp URd (bx , b′x ), URd (by , b′y ) + lcp LLd (bx , b′x ), LLd (by , b′y ) ≥ d × d,




lcp URd (bx + d/2, b′x − d/2), URd (by + d/2, b′y − d/2) ≥ d/2 × d/2.
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• Case 4:












lcp ULd (ax , a′x ), ULd (ay , a′y ) ≥ d/2 × d/2,
lcp URd (bx , b′x ), URd (by , b′y ) ≥ d/2 × d/2,




lcp ULd (ax , a′x ), ULd (ay , a′y ) + lcp LRd (ax , a′x ), LRd (ay , a′y ) ≥ d × d,




lcp LRd (ax − d/2, a′x − d/2), LRd (ay − d/2, a′y − d/2) ≥ d/2 × d/2,








lcp URd (bx , b′x ), URd (by , b′y ) + lcp LLd (bx , b′x ), LLd (by , b′y ) ≥ d × d,




lcp LLd (bx − d/2, b′x + d/2), LLd (by − d/2, b′y + d/2) ≥ d/2 × d/2.

Intuitively, the above cases tell us the positions of the anchor A(x) with respect to a longest
common 2D substring it is anchoring. Similarly, it tells the position of the anchor A(y).

4.2.2.

Anchoring via the Quantum Walk Framework

Now, we present our quantum walk algorithm that finds such a witness pair. From the
above proposition, we know that if such a witness pair exists, then there exists a common
2D substring of size at least D = d × d.
We begin by defining a Johnson graph J(M, r) on which we will do our walk. Here, M
is the size of our anchor set A = AS ∪ AT = {A(1), . . . , AM }. Please refer Chapter 2 for
a brief overview of the quantum walk framework. Each vertex in this graph corresponds
to an r-subset of {1, . . . , M }. Therefore, the graph consists of

 
M
r

number of vertices.

Furthermore, a vertex R = {k1 , k2 , . . . , kr } is called a marked vertex, if and only if, R
contains a witness pair. Overall, if S and T have a common 2D substring of size D = d×d,
then at least



M −2
r−2

  

/

M
r

fraction of vertices of the graph are marked vertices. On the

contrary, if S and T do not have a common 2D substring of size D = d × d, then there
are no marked vertices. We also augment a vertex R = {k1 , k2 , . . . , kr } with the following
data:
• The set R = {k1 , k2 , . . . , kr } itself.
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• The anchors {A(k1 ), . . . , A(kr )}.
SQ1
• The array {k1SQ1 , . . . , krSQ1 } ordered in a such way that L(SQ1 (kiSQ1 )) ⪯ L(SQ1 (ki+1
))

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Similarly, we store such ordered arrays for {SQ2 (ki )}i , . . . , {SQ8 (ki )}i .




SQ1
SQ1
SQ1
1
• The LCP array hSQ
= lcp SQ1 (kiSQ1 ), (SQ1 (ki+1
) . Similarly,
1 , . . . , hr−1 , where hi

we store LCP arrays for {SQ2 (ki )}i , . . . , {SQ8 (ki )}i .
Note that we do not need to store entire 2D strings {SQ1 (ki )}i , . . . , {SQ8 (ki )}i in order
to solve our central problem of searching for a witness pair. We can efficiently evaluate
LCP between any pair of 2D strings, say SQ1 (kiSQ1 ) and SQ1 (kjSQ1 ), using the above two
arrays associated with 2D strings {SQ1 (ki )}i .
We are now in a position to define our key task that we are trying to solve:
Check for a Witness Pair: Given the above mentioned augmented data with
respect to a vertex R, find if R consists of a pair of anchors such that one of the
cases of Proposition 4.7 hold.
We show how to implement the above task in sublinear time in Section 4.2.3. using our
quantum walk algorithm. For now, we evaluate the query complexity of our quantum
walk algorithm in order to solve the above task. As mentioned before in Chapter 2, a
quantum walk algorithm can search for a marked vertex with a cost of the following order:
S+


M √
rU + C ,
r

(4.0)

where S, U , and C are the costs associated with the stepup, update, and checking steps
of our algorithm. For evaluating the query complexity of our algorithm, we need to
determine these costs in terms of the query complexity.
Proposition 4.8 (Checking Cost in the Query Complexity). We can check whether a
vertex R = {k1 , . . . , kr } is marked or not using just the data associated associated with
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R. Therefore, the checking cost is zero because we do not need to make any additional
queries to the input oracle.
Proof. Let P be a d × d size 2D substring of S or T, and let A be its anchor. From Proposition 4.7, we say that the 2D strings defined for A completely covers P. Additionally,
the data associated with the anchor A exactly determines the LCP value of every pair.
Therefore, we do not need to make additionaly queries to the input oracle for checking if
a vertex consists of a witness pair or not.
Next, we evaluate the cost of an update step of our walk, i.e, going from a vertex to
one of its neighbours. Recall that any two vertices of a Johnson graph are neighbours,
if and only if, their respective sets differ in exactly two elements. In other words, if we
delete an element from the set and insert a new one, then this updated set corresponds
to one of the neighbours of the vertex.
Algorithm 2: Inserting a new anchor with an index k
1

Compute the anchor A(k) = ((ak , a′k ), (bk , b′k ))

2

Compute the lexicographical rank i of SQ1 (k) among SQ1 (k1SQ1 ), . . . , SQ1 (krSQ1 )

3

SQ1
))
Compute hpred = lcp(SQ1 (k), SQ1 (ki−1

4

Compute hsucc = lcp(SQ1 (k), SQ1 (kiSQ1 ))

5

SQ1
Compute h = lcp(SQ1 (ki−1
)), SQ1 (kiSQ1 ))

6

SQ1
Update the indices as k1SQ1 , . . . , ki−1
, k, kiSQ1 , . . . , krSQ1

7

SQ1
SQ1
1
1
Using h update the LCP array as hSQ
, . . . , hSQ
1 , . . . , hi−2 , hpred , hsucc , hi
r

8

Repeat Steps 3-8 for SQ2 (k), . . . , SQ8 (k)

o

n








Proposition 4.9 (Update Cost in the Query Complexity). The update cost of each step
of our quantum walk algorithm is U = Õ(d).
Proof. In an update step, we insert a new anchor k, as well as delete an existing anchor
from a given set {k1 , . . . , kr }. The pseudocode for inserting a new anchor point and
updating its corresponding data is given in Algorithm 2. On the other hand, deleting
an anchor along with its associated data is precisely the reverse of the insertion process.
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Therefore, the query complexity of the deletion process stays the same as that of the
insertion process.
We follow the pseudocode given by Algorithm 2 for computing the query complexity
of the above insertion process. Step 1 computes the anchor A(k) in Õ(d) (see Conjecture 4.6). In Step 2, for computing the lexicographical rank of SQ1 (k), we perform binary
o

n

search over the set SQ1 (k1SQ1 ), . . . , SQ1 (krSQ1 ) . During each step of this binary search,
we need to compare the given two 2D strings of size D = d × d, and this comparison
√
can be done in Õ( D) = Õ(d) time, according to Lemma 4.4. Steps 3, 4, and 5 involve
computing LCP values between two 2D strings of size D, which can be done in Õ(d) (see
Lemma 4.4). Steps 6 and 7 are Õ(1)-time operations, because here we are just updating
the arrays with newly computing LCP values. Finally, we are repeating the above steps
a constant number of times. Therefore, the total query complexity of inserting a new
anchor is Õ(d).
The setup step of our quantum walk algorithm actually involves r insertions. Therefore, we can make the following statement about the query complexity of the setup step:
Proposition 4.10 (Setup Cost in the Query Complexity). The setup cost of our quantum
walk algorithm is S = Õ(rd).
Bringing all the aforementioned costs together, we obtain the following query complexity of our quantum walk algorithm:
S+


Md
M √
rU + C = rd + √ .
r
r

(4.0)

Now, substituting r = M 2/3 and M = Õ(N/d) (see Conjecture 4.6), we get the overall
query complexity is Õ(N 2/3 d1/3 ). This is the query complexity claimed in Theorem 4.2,
and this completes the proof of one part of this theorem. For the other part of this
theorem, we need to prove that the time complexity of our algorithm matches our query
complexity up to poly-logarithmic factors. Therefore, in Section 4.2.3., we begin by first
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presenting data structures for storing and retrieving the data associated with the anchors
in a time efficient manner. Then, we show how to use these data structures in order to
efficiently implement the setup, update, and checking steps.

4.2.3.

Time-efficient Implementation

Our quantum walk algorithm consists of the following two steps that are time consuming:
• Insert and delete operations in each update step.
• Checking if a vertex is marked or not during the checking step.
In this section, we present data structures that implement the above two steps in a timeefficient manner. Then, we show that using these data structures, the setup, update,
and checking step cost in terms of time complexity are S = Õ(rd), U = Õ(d), and C =
√
Õ( rd). This implies that the overall time complexity of our quantum walk algorithm
is Õ(N 2/3 d1/3 ).
Data structures for insert and delete operations: We prefer data structures that
can perform insertions and deletions in Õ(1) time so as to maintain time complexities
of update and setup steps within the same order as their query complexity, i.e., S =
Õ(rd) and U = Õ(d). However, there are additional constraints that these data structures
should follow in order to be useful for our quantum walk algorithm. These constraints
are as follows:
• The data structure needs to be history-independent, i.e., the data structure should
solely depend on the data being stored and not on the series of operations that
resulted in this data.
• The data structure should have a worst-case time complexity for all the required
operations and not expected or amortized time complexity.
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The above constraints rule out most of the data structures that support these update
operations in Õ(1) time. Ambainis [Amb07] introduced a data structure based on hash
tables and skip lists that satisfies both the constraints and supports inserting, deleting,
and searching in constant time. Furthermore, the authors of Ref. [BLPS21] gave a data
structure that also supports indexing, i.e., given an index k, retrieve the k th element from
the set.
As our quantum walk algorithm is over the Johnson graph J(M, r), for consistency, we
mention the size of the following data structures in terms of r. First, we use hash tables,
introduced in Ref. [Amb07], for efficient lookup operations. For more details, please refer
to this reference.
Fact 4.11 (Hash Tables). A hash table supports the following operations in Õ(1) time by
maintaining a set of at most r key-value pairs {(key1 , value1 ), . . . , (keyr , valuer )}, where
keyi ∈ [M ], within Õ(r) space. This table satisfies the history-independence property.
• Lookup: Given a key ∈ [M ], return the value associated with it.
• Insertion: Given a (key, value) pair, insert it into the existing table.
• Deletion: Given a (key, value) pair, delete it from the existing table.
We also need a data structure that supports indexing, insertion, deletion, and other
operations that support range-minimum queries. For this, we use a skip list, which was
first introduced in Ref. [Amb07]. We actually employ the modified version of skip lists,
that was presented in Ref. [AJ21] to support indexing and other operations.
Fact 4.12. A skip list is a history-independent probabilistic data structure that supports
the following operations in Õ(1) time and with high success probability by maintaining an
array of items (key1 , value1 ), . . . , (keyr , valuer ), where keyi ∈ [M ], within Õ(r) space:
• Insertion: Given an index i ∈ [r] and a (key, value) pair, insert this pair into the
list at the ith index.
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• Deletion: Given an index i ∈ [r], delete the ith key-value pair from the list.
• Location: Given a key, find its index or location in the list.
• Indexing: Given an index i ∈ [r], return the ith key-value pair.
• Range-minimum query: Given an index range [a, b], return mini∈[a,b] valuei .
Now, we use hash tables (see Fact 4.11) for storing the anchor A(k) corresponding to
each index k ∈ R. We employ skip list data structure, from Fact 4.12, for maintaining
lexicographical orderings and LCP arrays. For k ∈ R and i ∈ [8], we use the notation
lexirSQi (k) to denote the lexicographical rank of SQi (k) among the 2D strings {SQi (k)}k∈R .
Using the aforementioned data structures, given k1 , k2 ∈ R, we can also compute the
following useful information in constant time:
• We can compute the color of k and sizes of 2D strings {SQi (k)}i∈[8] by quickly
looking up for A(k) from the hash table.
• We can compute lexirSQi (k) for i ∈ [8] by using the location operation of the respective skip list (see Fact 4.12).
• We can compute lcp (SQi (k1 ), SQi (k2 )) for i ∈ [8] by first computing j = lexirSQi (k1 )
and j ′ = lexirSQi (k2 ). Then assuming j ′ > j, we can compute lcp (SQi (k1 ), SQi (k2 )) =








1
lcp SQi kjSQ1 , SQi kjSQ
′



n

o

1
1
= min hSQ
, . . . , hSQ
using the range-minimum query
j
j′

operation of the corresponding skip list, which is a constant time operation. Similar
argument holds when j ′ < j.
Data structures for the checking step: In addition to the above data structures,
we also need a 6D range-sum data structure because our task for our checking step (see
Task 4.2.2.) reduces to a 6D orthogonal range query. But first, we outline our quantum
algorithm that solves Task 4.2.2. during the checking step. This will help in formalizing
the intuition of the above reduction to a 6D orthogonal range query.
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Algorithm 3: Find a Witness Pair - Checking Step Algorithm
1
2

Grover’s Iterations over blue anchor indices kblue ∈ R
Obtain the anchor A(k) = ((ak , a′k ), (bk , b′k )) using the hash table
/* Without the loss of generality, we assume 0 ≤ bk − ak ≤ d/2.
Similar steps are executed for other cases with a small
difference.

3

*/

Find a range [start

SQ1

, end

SQ1
lcpSQ1 (kiSQ1 , SQ1 (kblue
)
4

SQ1

], such that

′
′
≥ d+ax +a2x −bx −bx
SQ2

Find a range [startSQ2 , end

], such that

SQ2
lcpSQ2 (kiSQ2 , SQ2 (kblue
)≥d−
5

d+ax +a′x −bx −b′x
2

Find a range [startSQ3 , endSQ3 ], such that
SQ3
lcpSQ3 (kiSQ3 , SQ3 (kblue
) ≥ d/2 +

6

Find a range [startSQ5 , endSQ5 ], such that
SQ5
lcpSQ5 (kiSQ5 , SQ5 (kblue
)≥

7

d−ax +a′x +bx −b′x
2
SQ6

Find a range [startSQ6 , end
SQ6
lcpSQ6 (kiSQ6 , SQ6 (kblue
)

8

], such that

≥d−

d−ax +a′x +bx −b′x
2

Find a range [startSQ7 , endSQ7 ], such that
SQ7
) ≥ d/2 +
lcpSQ7 (kiSQ7 , SQ7 (kblue

9

d+ax +a′x −bx −b′x
2

d−ax +a′x +bx −b′x
2

if there exists a green index kgreen ∈ R such that the following holds: the point
(lexirSQ1 (kgreen ), . . . , lexirSQ6 (kgreen )) lies inside the 6D rectangle created by the
above mentioned ranges then

10
11

return True
return False

Lemma 4.13 (6D Range-sum). There exists a history-independent data structure that
maintains a set of 6D points, where each coordinate is an integer, in Õ(r) space, and this
data structure supports the following operations in O(1) time and high success probability.

• Insertion: Given a new 6D point, insert it in the current set.
• Deletion: Given a 6D point, delete it from the current set if it exists.
• Range-sum query: Given a 6D rectangle, find the number of points in the current
set lying inside this rectangle.
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Proof. We use a cascaded segment tree for our data structure. Let N = [1, . . . , N ] be a
set from which each coordinate is drawn, where N is a power of two. We first show how
to make a 1D segment tree. Then we can extend this construction to the 6D case. For
this, we break up the range N into smaller sub-segments in the following manner:
N1 = {[1, . . . , N ]},
N2 = {[1, . . . , N/2], [N/2 + 1, . . . , N ]},
N3 = {[1, . . . , N/4], [N/4 + 1, . . . , N/2], [N/2 + 1, . . . , 3N/4], [3N/4 + 1, . . . , N ]},

..
.
Nlog N = {[1, . . . , 1], [2, . . . , 2], [3, . . . , 3], . . . , [N, . . . , N ]}.

Now, it is clear that a range [x, y] can be represented as a disjoint union of 2 log N
sub-segments of N . We can now extend this to the 6D case by incorporating a segment
tree of segment trees, i.e., a cascaded segment tree with 6 levels of cascading, where a
6D rectangle can be represented as a disjoint union of O(log6 N ) 6D sub-rectangles of
N 6 . For every 6D sub-rectangles with non-zero sum, we store this sum in a hash table.
Using this data structure, given a query 6D rectangle, we can answer range-sum queries
by adding the individual sums of its O(log6 N ) 6D sub-rectangles in Õ(1) time. Finally,
when inserting a new element, we just need to update the range-sum of O(log6 N ) many
rectangles, which can be done in Õ(1) time.
Currently, we are at a stage, where we can analyse the time complexity of Algorithm 3
by following its pseudocode step-by-step. In this algorithm, we perform Grover’s iterations over the blue indices, and as there can be at most r blue indices associated with a
√
vertex, total number of such iterations is Õ( r). The checking step will be time-efficient
if each iteration can be performed in O(polylog(N )) time. In Step 3, we compute the range
[startSQ1 , endSQ1 ] following the condition mentioned in the pseudocode. This range can
be computed in Õ(1) time using the LCP array associated with 2D strings {SQ1 (k)}k∈R .
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Similarly, in Step 4-8, we obtain such ranges corresponding to other 2D strings based
on some conditions mentioned before. Finally, Step 9 is reduced to a 6D orthogonal
range query, which can be again computed in Õ(1) time using the technique presented in
Ref. [AJ21]. Indeed, the authors used their technique for 2D orthogonal range queries,
but it can be easily extendable to 6D orthogonal range queries. Thus, the overall time
√
complexity of Algorithm 3 is C = Õ( r).
We know that the cost associated with the quantum walk algorithm to find a marked
√
vertex of a Johnson’s graph is S + M/r( rU + C). Substituting S = Õ(rd), U = Õ(d),
√
C = Õ( r), r = M 2/3 , and M = Õ(N/d) in this expression, we obtain the total time
complexity of our quantum walk algorithm as Õ(N 2/3 d1/3 ). This completes the proof of
the second part of Theorem 4.2.

4.3.

Lower Bound

In this section, we provide a lower bound to the 2D Longest Common Substring problem
by reducing the Element Distinctness problem to it, consequently proving Theorem 4.3.
Let us take the following version of the Element Distinctness problem: Let A be a list
of ℓ elements drawn from an alphabet of size ℓ. The list A is prepared in such a way that
either all its elements are distinct or there exists one element that repeats twice. The
task is to decide which is the case. Ref [Amb07] proves that the above problem has a
Ω(ℓ2/3 )-query lower bound. Now, we take an alphabet of size ℓ for our 2D-LCS problem.
We draw ℓ/2 characters uniformly at random from the alphabet and prepare a 2D string
S of size

q

ℓ/2 ×

q

ℓ/2. With the rest of the characters, we prepare a 2D string T of

the same size. Now, if all the elements of A are distinct , then S and T does not have a
common substring. On the contrary, if there exists an element that repeats in A, then
with probability at least 1/2, S and T have a common 2D substring of size 1. This shows
a randomized reduction from the Element Distinctness problem to the 2D-LCS problem.
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Therefore, by taking N = ℓ/2, we proved that the 2D-LCS problem requires a quantum
algorithm with Ω(N 2/3 ) quantum query complexity.

4.4.

Conclusion

To conclude, we design a sublinear-time quantum algorithm for the 2-dimensional Longest
Common Substring problem. Specifically, the query, as well as time complexity of our
proposed quantum walk algorithm is Õ(N 2/3 d1/3 ). Also, we gave a lower bound for this
problem by reducing the Element Distinctness problem to it, consequently proving that
any quantum algorithm solving the 2-dimensional Longest Common Substring problem
requires at least Ω̃(N 2/3 ) time.
Some of the open questions and future directions are as follows:
• Closing the gap in query and time complexity either by presenting a better quantum
algorithm or by proving a tighter lower bound that matches our complexity.
• Our sublinear-time quantum algorithm relies on the conjecture that there exists a
sublinear-time quantum algorithm for constructing anchor sets. Therefore, another
step is to prove or disprove this conjecture.
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